
Contour Energy
A transport chair with ZERO effort, 4-way power drive reducing the risk of strain during 
patient transport.

Key Benefits

Ergonomics & intuitive: Drive effortlessly in 
any direction with only the slightest of touch, 
paired with perfect positioning of the drive 
controls for ease of use.
Easy access: The large footplates offer 
generous support to your patients and lift 
quickly for clear egress.
Powerful movement: A rotating electric drive 
wheel provides excellent traction, while center 
steering makes patient transport easier over 
longer distances.

Why Buy?
Take all the human effort out of pushing and 
maneuvring chairs with an intuitive and intelligent 
drive system designed for easy use by any operator. 
Natural movement controls the speed and direction 
of the chair with the ability to stop very quickly by 
pulling back. Help prevent the most common carer 
strain injuries by taking the back twist out of moving 
heavy weight forwards, backwards and sideways. 
Patients are positioned comfortably with a gentle 
recline and feet fully supported. We’ve taken care 
with every aspect of design to ensure comfort and 
efficiency for both the patient and carer. Customise 
for a wide range of healthcare areas with relevant 
accessories.
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Contour Energy

Ergonomic
Drive effortlessly in any direction by only 
light touch.

Intuitive
Perfect positioning of the drive controls 
for the operator.

Support
The large foot plates offer generous 
support to the patient.

Easy access
The large foot plates lift quickly and easily 
for clear egress.

Full clearance
Complete frontal clearance by lifting and 
rotating foot plates outwards.

Removable armrests
The side armrests can be fully removed 
for multi direction egress.

Versatile
Use the storage shelf during transport or 
customise with accessories such as IV 
poles, oxy holders and seat belt.

Specifications
Size: 750mm W x 1300mm L x 1180mm H
Seat Size: 650mm W x 520mm D x 550mm H
SWL: 300kg
Castor Size: 150mm
Package Includes: standard IV & vertical oxy 
holder

Product Code
Contour Energy: MPC-C-ENT-EDU
Contour Energy Package: MPC-C-ENT-EDU-P
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